Networks of News and Information in the Colonial Southeast
Southeast, circa 1670.
The Four Mission Provinces

- Guale
- Timucua
- Apalachee
- Apalachicola

Missions of Spanish Florida
1565 - 1763
- 1566-1587
- After 1587
AN ACT For the better Regulation of the Indian Trade, by Impowering Commissioners therein named to manage the same for the sole use, benefit and behoof of the Publick.

Whereas, The Indian Trade, between the Indian Tribes and Private Traders, has been of much to the great damage of the publick. To prevent which inconvenience.

Enacted by His Excellency the Governor in Council in Council, and Consented Thereto to be enacted by the General Assembly, now met and in Session.
Cacica de Yspo

“Governor Manuel de Cendoya to the Queen,”
October 31, 1671
AGI-SD 58-1-26
bnd 1741
The Chiluque Respond

“Governor Manuel de Cendoya to the Queen,” October 31, 1671
AGI-SD 58-1-26, bnd 1741
Reel 13, Stetson Collection, PKY
English vessels are spotted by Spanish sentinels

“Capitán Andrés Pérez,”
March 25, 1686,
AGI-SD 54-5-12,
Reel 17, Stetson Collection, PKY
“English Declarations,”
August 1738,
Folio 380-386,
AGI-SD 2541,
Reel 19, PKY
“...we could only understand was that he was Scottish.”
Apalachee council house

Spanish house, San Luis